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Reinvention: At the start of March, Silentnight
Group held an event at which it showed its
2012 collections as part of its relaunch.
Chancellor George Osborne is unlikely to
agree with its VAT plans, but it was good to
see a spring return to the group’s step.  
Reinvestment: Congratulations to Ulster
Carpets for deciding to invest several million
pounds in its Northern Ireland
manufacturing plant (see page 10). Many
companies would have taken the decision
that given the state of the economy, it might
be better to keep the money in the bank and
and wait until things pick up, but by making
the investment now it’s helping the pick up.
Redundancy: At rival Brintons it is probably
more bad news for staff at Kidderminster as
the company looks to reduce its workforce by

about 9% (see page 8) – the second round of
job losses since last year’s takeover.
Review: The flooring buying group Metro is
reviewing its operations and until the review
is complete it’s not letting on what the oddly
worded letter it sent out to the trade means.
And given that by now the result of the
Victoria general meeting to decide who is in
control could be known, there may well be a
review there as well.

As I said in this column last month,
demand for UK made products is on the up,
along with products that can be delivered to
the consumer almost instantly. 

The Best of British supplement (see page
25) and the living and dining feature (see
page 40) highlight companies that are
responding to this. Of particular interest is
the way companies that previously dealt with
the AV sector have entered the furniture
market bringing new approaches with them
and forcing existing players to raise their
game.

By the way, April’s issue will offer you the
first chance to vote in the 2012 Interiors
Monthly Awards, so have a think about which
companies you view as being the best in the
business.

Reinvention, reinvestment,
redundancy and review.
Companies are offering
different opinions on how
to shape their futures.
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Markus Jooste, Steinhoff International
ceo, says the group will look outside
Western Europe for acquisitions as last
year’s £1.2bn purchase of Conforama
means there is ‘nothing of significant size
left to buy in Europe.’

The European economy means ‘the

height of acquisitions and takeovers in
Europe is done,’ he adds.

The group will look to South America
and Eastern Europe for acquisitions.

Jooste says the group is considering
floating its European division, which
includes UK operations such as Harveys

and Bensons Beds, to reduce debts.
Offering shares in a quarter of the
division would make it debt free.

‘We’re in no hurry. We have no debt
repayments or anything pressing us, so
the beauty is we can time it for when the
market is right,’ says Jooste.

Steinhoff takes acquisition trail outside Western Europe

Reeves’ arsonist told to expect long sentence
The man convicted of setting fire to the
144 year-old House of Reeves store
during last summer’s riots was warned by
judge Peter Thornton QC that he will
receive ‘a long sentence of imprisonment’
when he is sentenced on 11 April.

Gordon Thompson, 33, had denied
arson but changed his plea after the

prosecution’s opening statements at the
Old Bailey. The court had previously
heard that Thompson told another man
‘it was me’, as he walked away from the
burning House of Reeves store in
Croydon on 8 August 2011.

He stole a laptop from the store before
setting fire to a sofa, the court heard.

Thompson admitted burglary at
Iceland and House of Fraser in Croydon.

Jurors were ordered to find him not
guilty of charges of violent disorder and
arson with intent to endanger life. He
admitted one count of burglary for
stealing a laptop from the shop before
the fire.

Victoria suspends its sale
process ahead of key vote
Victoria Carpets has put its sale process
on hold ahead of the 6 March vote that
will decide its immediate future.

The company says it has received
indicative offers that were likely to be
recommended to shareholders by the
board, but the Anton/New Fortress
Finance consortium’s attempt to gain
control of the board has deterred
potential bidders and reduced the offers
from those that have bid.

Victoria claims bidders have said they
are concerned that if the make-up of the
board changes and a firm offer is
rejected, they will have wasted
significant time and due diligence costs.

‘The board, while being very
encouraged that the formal sales
process delivered good conditional
indicative offers for the company, believes that it should
now suspend the formal sales process until the outcome of
the requisition process is known,’ says a statement.

The move came as the statements from both sides grew
more hostile. 

The consortium, which has just over 45% of shareholder
support – mainly from Anton family members – told
shareholders the sale process was ‘irresponsible’; criticised
the track record of Nikki Beckett, Victoria chairman; alleged

the board had no ‘viable strategy’ and
had strongly criticised consortium
members.

The consortium issued a list of things
it would not do if it gained shareholder
support, but gave shareholders little
detail of its future plans other than to
say it was based on growth, looking for
new opportunities, reducing working
capital and that ‘no strategic
opportunity is being ruled in or out.’

In its response, Victoria’s board says
the consortium’s statements were
misleading; employees, customers and
suppliers had expressed concern about
the possible change of control and the
executive directors could not work with
the proposed non-executive directors
because of the consortium’s ‘hostile’

behaviour.
‘The board considers the hostile conduct of the

consortium generally, combined with their aggressive
statements about the board as a whole, to be irreconcilable
with their suggestion that the proposed directors can work
together harmoniously with the executive directors. The
[consortium is] also repeatedly threatening directors via
legal letters of the actions that they may take against them
personally.’

Who controls Victoria will be decided on 6 March
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Mobile success for
Furniture Village
Shoppers are spending more on Furniture Village’s mobile
website than its main one.

Since the launch of the mobile website after Christmas, the
value of the average order has exceeded that of its traditional
website. More than a fifth of visits now come from a phone or
tablet.

‘Our new mobile website delivers an exciting new touch-
point and we’re looking forward to seeing what we can do with
this in future,’ says Charlie Harrison, Furniture Village head of
ecommerce.

High value purchases are closely linked to confidence, says
Simon Liss, md of We Love Mobile, developer of the website.
More than 80% of shoppers use their mobiles to research
something before buying it and that figure is significantly
higher for items like furniture. 

‘A highly-optimised mobile Internet experience in-store, at
home or at the till, creates greater purchase confidence, which
in turn, has led to the peak in average basket value that
Furniture Village is experiencing,’ says Liss.

More jobs to go at Brintons
Brintons is set to undergo the second round of job cuts
since its takeover by Carlyle Group last September. Most of
the redundancies are expected to be at Kidderminster.
According to Community Union it is a result of the plant
being given the most complicated orders.

Some 150 jobs are likely to be lost from the firm’s global
workforce of 1,700, including 630 in the UK – 75
Kidderminster jobs were lost in October.

‘We have made good progress in turning round the
business over the past five months and have now
announced further steps we are taking to secure the long-
term future of this historic brand in its current locations,’
says a Brintons spokesman.

‘A necessary part of these plans, however, is the launching
of a consultation process to consider proposals for 150

redundancies across the business globally. These steps are
regrettable but necessary in order to maintain the
company’s traditionally strong position in the market and
enable it to compete effectively in the future.

‘That means growth and investment in some areas and
reducing jobs in some of the others. Although it does seem
like a huge number of jobs, there’s still going to be
manufacturing going forward in Kidderminster,‘ he says.

Gavin Miller, Community Union regional campaign
manager, says staff at Kidderminster are dealing with the
most complicated orders which makes production there
look more expensive than in Portugal, India and China. 

‘Our argument is give Kidderminster a chance. At the
moment they’re doing all the difficult work and getting
none of the benefits,’ he says.

Prestigious Textiles has secured ‘substantial’ damages against a
South Korean firm that copied dozens of its fabrics.

Pangrim Co copied and printed 34 designs from Prestigious’
portfolio and sold over 125,000m of the illegally reproduced
prints.

Prestigious was awarded compensation to cover the loss of
sales in the South Korean market, plus all expenses involved in
bringing the case to court. 

Pangrim Co was also ordered to surrender all remaining fabric
to Prestigious’ exclusive distributor in South Korea.

Prestigious Textiles is also taking action against five fabric
producers in China for copyright infringement. 

Imperial was one of the 34 designs copied

Prestigious wins copying case

The Manchester Furniture Show looks set to be a sellout, with
90% of the main hall booked for 15-18 July event. 

Latest signings include Cintique, Shankar, Deluxe Beds,
Rowico, New Trend, JC&MP Smith, Peroda, Divano, Furmanac,
Cavendish and Steens.

Meanwhile, the show’s organiser, FGF, has moved to end
speculation about the future of the event, which has a three-
year tenancy at Manchester Central. 

‘We are already in discussions with the venue about 2014 and
beyond,’ says Laraine Janes, show director.

Manchester heads for sellout
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Work on the second phase will get under way next year

Ulster Carpets is to invest £6m in the second phase of the £30m
redevelopment of its Portadown manufacturing base.

The scheme, for which planning permission has been applied, will
see the construction of a dye house and energy centre. Work is
expected to begin next year.

‘Not only does this further underpin our long-term commitment to
Northern Ireland, but it ensures retention of high value jobs within
the UK in the current difficult economic climate. We also believe it is
important to maintain all our production operations in the UK,
ensuring that we continue to meet the high level of customer service
and reliability to our markets for which we are renowned,’ says Nick
Coburn, Ulster Carpets chief executive.

He says it is due to the efforts of its employees that Ulster has
remained profitable throughout the deep recession. 

‘It has always been our policy to re-invest all profits in new projects,
which will deliver significant benefits, not just for the company and
the future of the business, but to the benefit of the local community
as well. We are optimistic for the future and intend to remain focused
on strengthening our position as a premium brand in the carpet
market,’ adds Coburn.

Green light for
Ulster’s £6m
investment

Online furniture retailer Furniture123 has
bought the online assets of rival Ivy House
Furniture, including the websites
furnituremart.co.uk, elegantfurniture.co.uk
and ivyfurniture.co.uk.

‘Ivy House was one of the pioneers of
online retail in the UK and the fit with our
own business is very good,’ says Julian

Field, Furniture123 chief executive. 
Trevor Percival, Ivy House md, says he

sold the company as he wants to
concentrate on the Ecos Furniture
wholesale operation he launched last
year. 

The acquisition of Ivy House is the first
since a reshuffle at Furniture123 which

saw Field take a more strategic role and
Natalie Rawson, commercial director,
promoted to general manager, in charge
of the day to day running of the
company.

‘This new structure will free my time to
look for new avenues for growth for
Furniture123,’ says Field.

Derek Hunt
Derek Hunt, former MFI chief executive, died on 19
January. He was 76.

Hunt began his career in retail at 23 as a trainee
manager at BhS. He then worked for a South
African-owned retailer which became part of the
Fine Fare supermarket chain, and was put in charge
of a large, loss-making Fine Fare outlet at Perry Barr
in Birmingham, which he swiftly turned round. 

In 1972 he moved to MFI as an area controller and
joined the board just four years later, becoming md
in 1981, driving its expansion across the country.

He took over as chairman in 1984, and the
following year led MFI into a merger with Asda, with
Hunt becoming chief executive of the group. In 1987
he drummed up City support for a £718m MBO, the
largest of its era, in which MFI also took over kitchen
manufacturer Hygena. But the onset of recession
brought tough trading conditions for the debt-laden
group, and Hunt’s plans for re-flotation on the stock
market were deferred until 1992, when he had to
accept a valuation below the buy-out price of five
years earlier. 

He stepped down as chief executive in 1994,
becoming chairman until 2000.

Hunt is survived by his wife Sandra and two sons.

Jean-Michel
Pugliesi-Conti 
The funeral of Jean-Michel Pugliesi-Conti, GLPC
International founder and md, took place on 1
February. He died on 26 January after a short illness,
aged 56.

He founded GLPC in 1988 to represent French
furniture manufacturers. Working initially with two
companies, Pugliesi-Conti progressively built up
GLPC’s portfolio of international manufacturers to
make the company the most prominent source for
French furniture in the UK.

In 2000, he returned to France to devote more
time to his family. Although semi-retired, he
continued his association with GLPC until his death.

He is survived by his wife Isabelle and their three
children: Victor, Maxence and Pauline. 

Furniture123 snaps up Ivy House’s online assets





The show takes place at one of the UK’s premier exhibition venues, Cranmore Park.

We’re rolling out the
red carpet

To apply online visit: www.bgnfs.co.uk

BuyingGroupsNationalh wFlooringS
Wednesday 16 May 8.30am - 5.30pm
Cranmore Avenue, Shirley, Solihull, W Midlands, B90 4LF.

to buying group retailers...

Visit The Buying Groups’ National Flooring Show

Over 50 leading brands to show the very latest in carpets, rugs,
aslaminates, woods, LVT’s, underlays and accessories for all 
cdasflooring retailers that are part of any flooring buying group. 

Over 
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brands
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GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com            www.greenwoodretail.com

WHO ELSE WANTS TO
ENSURE BUSINESS

PROSPERITY IN 2012?

“I’m shocked – but richer!
We had 1500 people through on the

first day. We did exactly 44.8% of our
annual turnover. If any retailer is

wondering whether or not to have a
Greenwood Sale – just ring me!”

Cy Fogel, Managing Director of YOU’RE
FURNISHED of Stanstead, speaking after the
end of his January 2012 sale – his second sales

event with Greenwood.

Choose Greenwood, now Britain’s Largest
Furniture Retail Sales Promotion Company, to
help you realise the optimum potential of your

next big sales event.

Why not find out more about Greenwood
Sales? Take a look at our online brochure at

greenwoodretail.com.

Or, with more advance bookings than ever
before and the best launch dates going fast, call
Bernard Eaton or Terry Bridger now, and we’ll

explain the possibilities and options we can
offer you without obligation.

BOOKING NOW THROUGH 2012.
CALL 01625 521010

Following media interest on the issue of allergy, asthma, dust
mites and carpet, now seems a good time to restate our case. 

To recap: 10 years ago a danger to health resulting from
carpets in the home was alleged, with claims that carpet
provided a breeding ground for the house dust mite, which was
associated with asthma and had seen a significant increase, so
carpets should be removed from homes.

There is a link to asthma and house dust mite allergen but
the sharp increase in recent years cannot be attributed
exclusively to the use of wall to wall carpet.

The Carpet Foundation used data from published scientific
works and in 2001 compiled a scientific review containing more
than 30 references. This has risen to 43 references, supporting our
opinion that carpet is in fact better for asthma suffers.

One possible alternative cause is the significant reduction in
natural allergy resistance in populations. Reduced intake of
antioxidants in the form of fresh fruit and vegetables is linked to
the rise in allergic disease. 

This has resulted in the population in the modern Western
world becoming increasingly susceptible to sensitisation to
allergic disease, including asthma.

The conclusions of the review were: 

• Carpets are not the main site in the home for dust mites to
thrive; they require narrow limits of temperature and humidity
to live, conditions that do not normally exist in UK homes other
than beds and bedding.

• Dust mites migrate from bedding into other areas such as
upholstery, curtains and floors but do not thrive as well as they
do in bedding.

• Dust mites produce microscopic particles of allergen which
when inhaled are a major cause of asthma. Carpet traps most of
the allergen particles within the pile structure until removed by
vacuuming. Carpet prevents the particles from being stirred up
into the indoor atmosphere where they could be inhaled.

• While no study supports the theory that carpet removal will
benefit asthma sufferers, some studies in the USA and Europe
have reported children with carpeted bedrooms show reduced
use of medication.

• German research showed the average level of fine particles,
including allergens, in the indoor atmosphere above carpeted
floors was 30micro-grams per cubic metre. Above smooth floors
it was 62.9μg/cu m. The European recommended upper limit for
indoor air is 50μg/cu m.

• Where carpet usage has decreased significantly, asthma cases
have risen dramatically. Carpet use decreased by 77% in
Sweden between 1975 and 1990 while the incidence of asthma
increased by more than 300%. 

David Whitefoot
Carpet Foundation technical director

Allergens, asthma 
and carpet: the facts
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1 2 3

4

1 Natural materials inspired Avenue’s

Ultimate Minerals cushioned flooring

collection. The collection provides a range of

designs that use the visual and textural

qualities of minerals such as marble, sand

and granite to provide a range of

contemporary natural-looking flooring. 

Tel: 00 32 5665 3211

2 Domo Floorcoverings’ Nature’s Writing

brings homes beautiful value-driven carpet

to blend with any contemporary interior.

Using 100% Exelto stain resistant yarn for

enduring ease of living, it captures the

variation to be found in natural surfaces with

a collection of four distinct loop pile styles

that add textural definition to the floor. 

Tel: 00 32 5662 2211

3 Lano Carpets’ reinvigorated Ultimo

collection features 10 carpet ranges for

interiors looking for the ultimate in style and

luxury. Satine epitomises contemporary

luxury with a saxony pile and silky look

creating a carpet for opulent interiors.

Tel: 00800 5266 5266

4 Having achieved success in the

Kent range, Kettle Interiors has

introduced a 1.8m extending dining

table into the Rutland 22, Hampton

and Farmhouse collections. All 1.8m

extending tables feature metal runners

for longevity and smooth operation,

helping to reinforce the company’s

reputation for delivering detail and

competitive pricing. 

Tel: 01536 444 960

5 The latest display stand for Mohawk’s

EverStrand collection features a plastic

bottle filled with the various stages of

EverStrand, charting the fibre’s

progress from plastic bottle to chip,

to extruded fibre and then to carpet. 

Tel:  01480 479 830 ���

5
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6 7

8 9

10

6 Rumpus, Devonshire Pine’s latest

children’s painted range, is available

in 13 different colours. Built with little

ones in mind, this range is both fun

and practical. A child’s ideal bedroom

can be created from a range of beds

and complementary chests and

wardrobes.

Tel: 01237 421 900

7 ‘An underlay for every room and

every application – and one to suit

every budget,’ is Novostrat’smotto,

based on underlays such as Sonic

Classic for use with underfloor

heating systems, Sonic Gold Excel for

up to 22dB noise penetration

resistance, and now Combat and

Combat Plus for high performance

and extreme versatility at entry level

pricing.

Tel: 00 353 6133 9287

8 Pantone, is Devonshire Pine’s

new painted collection, featuring

classic styling of plinths and cornices

to create a warm and friendly

ambiance. It is available in 13 colours

with solid oak tops. Pantone was

incorrectly attributed to Furniture

Origins in the previous issue.

Apologies for any confusion or

embarrassment caused.

Tel: 01237 421 900

9 Kobe presents inspiration,

seduction and surprise. Kobe’s fabrics

are the designer’s favourite to create

bespoke interior designs. Kobe’s

interior design and lifestyle brand

provides a premium product

supported by a great service. Solid

partnerships and innovation create

Kobe’s unique passion for fabrics.

By using colour and design Kobe

brings the most current fashion

trends to the market such as the

Toucan/Conure Collection.

Tel: 0844 7420 800

10 Balterio’s Infinity collection

conveys exclusiveness with its long

and wide planks (2,039mm x 238mm)

in eight wood patterns with the

innovative 3D-Wood Effect.

Visit: www.balterio.com



All Ezifloor products are
available in a range of
thicknesses and densities

• light and durable they are a serious
alternative to heavier rubber underlays

• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly

available from all major flooring
distributors throughout the UK

direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk

visit our brand new website for more details:
www.ezifloor.co.uk

THE ONLY TRULY INDEPENDENT BRITISH 
PU UNDERLAY MANUFACTURER Copyright 2012 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom

Contact Gareth Price
29 Warblington Road, Emsworth, Hampshire PO10 7HE

Tel: +44 (0) 1243 378369 • www.lynchsales.co.uk

®
YNCH

Sales Company
Established 1914

Enjoy the fruits of
your labour while they’re
still ripe!

Why give up control when it comes
time to retire or close your store? Trust
the closing of your store to Lynch Sales
Company.

After more than 98 years helping
furniture retailers retire or close with
dignity, while maximizing the return on
their years of hard work, you can trust
Lynch Sales Company to do just that
for you.

After all, we originated the copyrighted
LYNCH RETIREMENT AND COMPLETE
CLOSE OUT SALE events that generate
as much as your store’s yearly volume,
ensuring a smooth transition of your
most valued asset, your business.

So, if it’s harvest time for your store, call
us today for an outline of our copyrighted
RETIREMENT AND COMPLETE CLOSE
OUT SALE PLAN, and our no-nonsense,
one-page contract.

L
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Firmer foundation
In his first media interview, Andrew
Stanbridge reveals the future for the
Carpet Foundation ���

Andrew Stanbridge
Stanbridge has spent four decades in the advertising
and marketing industries, with roles including vice
chairman of Saatchi & Saatchi and executive chairman
of Saatchi & Saatchi Greater China.
Since 2003, he has run his own marketing company

with CF being a founder client.

Stanbridge wants CF
to have a wider role
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www.manxcarpets.co.uk
metropolitan by

Recently recoloured Metropolitan
A restful and contemporary look can easily be created

using any of the colour palette, which makes up this range
and will complement any of today’s modern interiors.

This densely constructed twist pile carpet provides a good
looking and hard wearing option. Made from 80% New
Zealand wool, 10% Synthetic & 10%Melt bond Polyester.
Metropolitan is produced from fine 2 fold yarn to prevent

pile reversal, giving improved appearance retention,
recovery & resilience.
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stresses the benefit of CF members, both
retailers and manufacturers, and is
designed to capitalise on “Brand Britain”.
The clear aim is to get visitors, all of who
are interested in their home, to support
local businesses and buy British. With
rising energy and commodity costs,
outsourcing isn’t the panacea it once was
and there is renewed interest in home-
grown manufacturing,’ says Stanbridge.
This will be the first part of

demonstrating to the CF membership of
doing things individual members would
have been unable to. If it is successful
Facebook and Twitter are likely to be
next.
CF’s consumer marketing campaign is

also due for an overhaul, with the
advertisements showing their age. A
broader mix of advertising messages is
likely when the campaign resumes.
Carpet was noticeable by its absence

in the Campaign for Wool’s Wool Week
last year, and Stanbridge is quick to
accept CF got it wrong.
‘We’re now reinvolved with the

Campaign for Wool and carpet will take a
much larger part of Wool Week this year,
along with two specific projects for
which funding has been agreed,’ he says.
The first project is aimed at shoppers

in the market for flooring.

this will be switched to a flat fee,
regardless of sales. The lower fee should
bring in more manufacturers and so the
CF will receive more of a levy from
retailers.
‘What was happening was as the

manufacturing membership was in
decline we were hit twice by the fall in
subscription and the levy from retailers
who were their stockists,’ he says.
Having resolved the financial situation,

Stanbridge wants the CF to have a wider
role in the industry, looking to achieve
things that individual retail and
manufacturing members would be
unable to do.
‘Our role is almost to think the

unthinkable. We can be the people who
think big and think out of the box. Our
members’ day job is their business, so we
can look at what is happening around
the world, seeing what is happening in
other industries, promoting collaboration
– if the members want us to do it,’ he
says.
More immediately, the CF is due to

have a microsite on IPC’s House to Home
website later this spring. The website, the
online home to the publisher’s stable of
home interest magazines, receives more
than a million hits a month.
‘Consumers will land at a page that

Since he became Carpet Foundation
chief executive last year, Andrew
Stanbridge has declined to be
interviewed, saying he would only do so
when he had done things he would talk
about – not talk about things he would
do.
Well, now he has done things he wants

to talk about.
Stanbridge inherited an organisation

that financially was in a mess. Income
had fallen by more than 50% in five
years and by 70% in a decade as
manufacturers either left or went out of
business.
‘The numbers were fairly scary. That

said to me that you can’t carry on with
that model and had to think again. My
priority for the first six months was to
sort out the organisation,’ he explains.
‘John Duncan, CF chairman and I went

to manufacturers with a new financial
model, business model and marketing
model. Subject to board approval we are
hopeful that four manufacturers will be
joining within a couple of months. This
will give us critical mass so that we can
speak for the industry, reassure existing
members, and the financial flexibility to
do things.’
Manufacturers used to pay 0.3% of UK

turnover as their membership fee, but ���

CF wants to build on the success
of its Red Carpet Awards
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‘Trying to influence consumers who
are not actively in the market for carpet
is incredibly difficult and expensive
– look at Fun on the Floor, as an example.
The average consumer buys carpets once
every seven years, so we want to develop
something in-store so when they go in
the store they at least think about wool
carpet or wool rich carpet,’ he says.
He hopes 2,000 retailers will take part

in the campaign.
‘The Campaign for Wool is very good

at promotingWool Week and gaining
media coverage but mainly in the South
of England, and for a short period of
time. What we want to do is promote
wool rich carpet across the country and
over a longer period,’ he adds.
Stanbridge also wants to encourage

retailers to make more use of CF
branding in-store. He hopes to build on
the success of its Red Carpet Awards,
which generates £1m of coverage in the
home interest magazines, with the CF
Awards for retailers and manufacturers
beginning next year.
‘Hopefully it’ll overcome the lack of

exploitation of the CF brand – if you as a
retailer think you might win an award by
using CF POS, it raises awareness. It’s
quite commercial and we’ve said this to
everybody. The more you exploit it, the
greater the awareness is, and the greater
the awareness, the more you benefit.
Prizes will include going to the Red
Carpet Awards, which could be a great
incentive for staff,’ he says.
Stanbridge is also concerned about

the carpet industry’s reaction to the
Internet, saying it must embrace it.
‘Where we have to raise our game is

digital, and I don’t just mean in
marketing but in business. Look at 3D
printers and sampling. I don’t know if any
of our manufacturing members are
looking at that but I do know the textile
industry is further ahead than us and is
developing software that will give the
sensation of texture onscreen,’ he
stresses.
‘The industry is panicking about the

Internet but you have to work with it and
take advantage of it. When TV was
launched it didn’t kill radio, computers
didn’t kill off TV, and the Internet won’t
kill off retailing.’
Visit: www.carpetfoundation.com

Carpet will play a larger role in Wool
Week and CF will have a microsite
on House to Home’s website
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Class for glass
What the best dressed windows
are wearing this spring

DigitexHome’s Rocky Sea rollerblind is custom printed and tailor-
made to customer specifications.
DigitexHome, tel: 0161 873 8891

Sunlover has introduced patterned blackout roller blinds, including
Britannia focusing on the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee and the London
2012 Olympics. All Sunlover blinds include a child safety chain
retainer, which is also available separately to upgrade existing
installations. Sizes are from 60cm to 180cm, all with a 170cm drop.
Sunlover, tel: 01543 271 421

House Couturier’s Wave blinds come in manual and electrically
operated versions.
House Couturier, tel: 020 7371 9255 

Ashley Wilde’s Rosetta is a full chenille pencil pleat curtain featuring a
floral pattern in Latte, Wine and Natural with matching tiebacks and
cushion covers. It is available in various widths and drops.
Ashley Wilde, tel: 01707 635 201 

The California Company’s FSC certified poplar shutters come in various heights
and are custom painted.
California Company, tel: 0845 123 5661
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Highest quality authentic British leather furniture

Contact us for a brochure on our products and ranges.

Icon Designs Ltd, Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lanchashire BB1 2BX
T: 01254 662113 F: 01254 662118 E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk

Please contact us on: Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658 South West & South Wales | Head Office | 01254 662113
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778 South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North East | Head Office | 01254 662113 North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345
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This year is shaping up to be one in which promoting
British made products is something no retailer can
afford to miss. With the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee,
London 2012 Olympics, Great British Furniture Month
and Wool Week there are plenty of opportunities for
retailers to extol the virtues of British made products
right across the interiors sector. Over the following
pages we look at some of the country’s leading
manufacturers.
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Opportunities knock
Vale-Bridgecraft is taking full advantage of the year’s promotional opportunities 

‘There has been a growing interest for
British furniture in recent years. With the
quality issues and now rising costs of
imported furniture, the table, or sofa in
our case, has started to turn,’ says
Lorraine Holt, Vale-Bridgecraft sales
director. 

With the forthcoming Diamond Jubilee
and Olympics, Holt says there has never
been a better time to promote the
company’s British credentials which is
why it will be involved in the BFM’s Great
British Furniture Month. 

‘Our unique place in the industry and a

combined total of 140 years of furniture
manufacturing, more than qualifies us for
inclusion in Great British Furniture
Month. The promotion, timed to coincide
with the Queen’s Jubilee celebrations in
June, brings together major
manufacturing brands and retailers
nationwide,’ she explains.

‘June tends to be a quiet trading
period and so what a great opportunity
to buck the trend this year with the help
of some patriotic fervour.’

The company intends to support its
Great British Furniture stockists with

special events at its regional show
centres, promoting British made quality,
longevity, choice and superior design.

Rio and Lewis are among the latest
models to be added to the Vale-
Bridgecraft collection of some 40 ranges
and 100 different styles, with a further
range set to be launched at the start of
the Great British Furniture Month.

‘Continuous investment in regional
show centres, in-store galleries and
national support advertising, makes 
Vale-Bridgecraft a must-have for every
serious furniture retailer,’ adds Holt.

Lewis

Rio Porto
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Standing
the test
of time
It’s 30 years and still
counting for 
Bronte Carpets 

Bronte Carpets celebrates its 30th
anniversary in April. Established in 1982,
it is the longest established bespoke
carpet manufacturer in the UK and
continues to produce made to measure
carpets from its Colne, Lancashire mill.

‘The carpet industry has witnessed
some challenging times over the past 30
years but we have always stood the test
of time and this small family run business
continues to invest for the future,’ says
Andrew Broughton, Bronte sales
manager.

Last year Bronte introduced new
colour banks for both its 100% wool
range and 80/20 wool/nylon range, with
60 standard colours in each range.

It also added five pile weights to an
already comprehensive selection of
qualities. These additions include a low
pile 50oz velvet and two chunky felted
shag piles in 70oz and 115oz weights. 

The Embossed border design has also
been added to the Hand Crafted Border
collection. 

‘The Embossed border is unlike
anything else in the range and is
developed by hand-carving around the
design, then in sections of the design
the pile is chamfered down to a lower
pile height. This brings the design to life
by creating a “3D” effect,’ says Broughton.

Flexibility is key with Bronte – it can
custom dye carpets to any colour and
offer any width from a stair runner to 12m
without seams. A made to plan option is
also available, for example L and T
shapes, to reduce wastage.

Bronte is among the companies taking
part at the Buying Groups National
Flooring Show on 15-16 May in Solihull.
Bronte, tel: 01282 862 736

Sizes up to 12m are available in any colour

Two shag piles are available

Embossed border



Brontë Shag Pile

Brontë Shag Pile.
This luxurious carpet encapsulates
comfort and beauty.

Made from 100% pure new wool with pile
depths up to an amazing 40 mm, we pride
ourselves on providing nothing but the best in

high end quality shag pile carpets. You can feel
the softness and depth of our longest pile
carpet range.

Yet it is balanced with a long lasting durability
and will withstand years of use.

• 100% wool shag piles are available in 6
different pile weights.

• 4 x 2 ply yarn qualities.

• 2 x Felted yarn qualities. (as pictured)

The Brontë collection consists of:

100% wool Saxony, Velvet &
shag Pile range.

80/20 wool nylon Twist range

Handcrafted Border collection
100% wool

 Handcrafted Borders  80/20 Twist

Bankfield Mill
Greenfield road, Colne, Lancashire. BB8 9PD

Tel: 01282 862736
Fax: 01282 868307

 Email: office@brontecarpets.co.uk
 Web: brontecarpets.co.uk

Any Colour

Any Width

Made to Plan

100% Wool Saxony - Velvet

Celebrating 30 years
1982 - 2012
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At the 
vanguard
Buoyant Upholstery
continues to enjoy
growth

‘In the past few years there has been a
growing interest from consumers and
retailers for British made products rather
than those made in the Far East,’
according to Mike Aramayo, Buoyant
Upholstery md.  

He adds that as you don’t have to fill a
container, British products are better
value, helped by rising prices in the Far
East. In addition, freight and shipping
costs can vary depending on the US
dollar exchange rate.

‘There has always been a demand for
well made, good quality British products,’
he says.

‘Buoyant has been at the vanguard of
this movement and over the past four
years has responded positively to this
demand by investing heavily in people
and technology to ensure that as a
company we are well placed to capture
market share. 

‘We have also become a member of
the BFM, enabling us to use its effective

POS, which really helps to get the
message across about the Best Of British.’

Buoyant has been making upholstery
in the UK since 1909 and experienced
the highs and the lows of the industry
during this time. But it has survived
when so many of its contemporaries
have perished. 

‘Being the Best Of British encapsulates
our approach to making products for the
UK market and we now supply a much
broader customer base including the
best multiple stores and the key
independent retailers across the UK and
Republic of Ireland,’ explains Aramayo.

Buoyant has become a centre of
excellence offering training not only 
for its own staff but also for retailers’
staff. 

‘This all helps to ensure all concerned
in the process of making, selling and
servicing our upholstery have the
necessary skills and product knowledge
to continue the already impressive

growth in sales which has also helped to
create job opportunities,’ he explains.

Aramayo says these are some of the
many reasons why the company has
grown year on year during difficult
trading times for the industry. 

‘Buoyant is a company that will
continue to innovate and not rest on 
its laurels thus leaving our competitors 
in our wake while we push forward,’ he
says.

The iconic Melody, capturing the spirit
of a bygone age, was relaunched at
Interiors UK and sold in huge numbers at
the show, he says.

Among other launches was the Enzo
corner group that was Buoyant’s
bestseller at the show, and the Lullaby
sofabed collection. The three designs
each have the option of a standard foam
or sprung mattress available in three
sizes: a 80cm bed chair and 120cm and
140cm sofabeds.
Buoyant Upholstery, tel: 01282 691 631

Top: Enzo
Above: Melody 
Left: Senator
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A matter 
of control
Lebus’ integrated manufacturing
plant provides advantages

‘After a decade long love affair with the
Far East and cheaper imports, the
pendulum is swinging back to UK
manufacturers. Although it would be
naive to believe the threat is diminishing,
it has created opportunities as customers
look closer to home for product,’ says Karl
Walker, Lebus director.

The market is demanding so the ability
of manufacturers to design, produce and
get product to market quickly is
important with lead times, price points,
service and back up all major
considerations for retailers, says Walker.

‘This is where a well-placed UK
supplier can show their mettle as the
several months required to develop and
bring to market products from the Far
East is too long for some customers
looking to capitalise on critical trading
peaks and market trends,’ he says.

Lebus’ flexible workforce allows it to
respond to peaks in demand without
expanding lead times. It has also
invested in its 250,000sqft Scunthorpe
plant in recent years. A modern foam
conversion facility gives it control over its
fully integrated manufacturing process. 

As has been the case in recent years,
Lebus’ stand at Interiors UK was among
the busiest as retailers sought to see its
latest models.

These included Pravda, a faux leather/
fabric mix; the deep seated modular Loft;
the extended faux leather Geneva with
aged-look arms; two-tone Storm with
wide arms; retro chunky Melinda; curved
Symphony featuring embroidered
pattern cushions; Verve, a wide chaise
with striped piping; and the two-tone
Curve.
Lebus, tel: 01724 281 646

Campari

Verve chaise

Geneva

BEST OF BRITISH
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� ATHENA

PANDORA  �

From luxury retail to budget contract options and

everything in-between, Palatine Beds has the perfect

bedding solutions for you. All of our mattresses and

electric beds are lovingly made by hand in

Northumberland.

Catering for all requirements across both the private

and public sector, our extensive range of mattresses

includes everything from affordable open coil

mattresses to high end luxury products featuring

individual pocket springs, sumptuous natural materials

and memory foam filling at your request.

For your nearest agent, to become a stockist, or for

more information about the diversity of our range and

discuss what we can do for you, contact the Palatine

Beds sales team on:

Tel: 0191 2772559 or 0191 2772544
Or visit: www.palatinebeds.co.uk/trade

Palatine Beds is the oldest bed manufacturer in the North East
of England having been established in 1907. For the past 60
years it has been making beds in Newcastle and today operates
from a state of the art 150,000sqft factory in the Westerhope
area of the city.

Run and operated by housing provider Your Homes
Newcastle, Palatine is a supported business with 70% of the
workforce having some form of disability. It works closely with
local government organisations to help disabled people gain
and maintain employment.

The company has long exhibited at Interiors UK and hailed
this year’s show as one of its best. 

‘A lot of interior designers were interested in our handcrafted,
luxury mattresses such as the Athena and the Pandora. The

customers said they liked these products, as they were
supreme pocket sprung mattresses with all natural
fillings, rather than being made of man-made fillings
such as memory foam,’ says Antonia Dimambro, Palatine
sales and marketing coordinator.
‘We also had a lot of retailers wanting to stock our

luxury products in their stores across the UK and Ireland.’
Dimambro also says there was significant interest at the

exhibition from contract customers, many of whom purchased
beds for hotels, nursing homes and bed and breakfast
establishments. 
Palatine Beds, tel: 0191 277 2559

Touch of luxury
Palatine offers handmade
beds from Newcastle

Athena with
matching base
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Three steps 

One Call Furniture is looking to its latest collections to continue
the heritage of furniture making in the capital.

Its latest collections produced at its Barking factory include
Avola, which allows consumers to personalise their bedroom
furniture in three easy steps. 

‘First they decide on the Premium Plus or Premium models,
then the colour of the carcase and then the colour of the door
and drawer colours: it’s that simple while allowing them to
personalise their furniture,’ says Avi Heller, One Call Furniture
director.

Between Premium and Premium Plus there is 15 options and
30 pieces including five chests of drawers, dressing table, six
four-door wardrobes, mirror and TV unit.
One Call Furniture, tel: 08451 084 084

Personalising furniture has been
made easy by One Call Furniture

Premium Plus
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Home-made success
Offering more UK-made products has paid dividends for Sweet Dreams

British-made product won the day at
Sweet Dreams’ recent showing at
Interiors UK. 

‘Sales were the best we’ve seen for a
while on our own manufactured
products, across all ranges,’ says Jackie
McGarvey, Sweet Dreams sales manager.

‘We enjoyed outstanding reactions to
all UK-manufactured models, especially
our new TV beds and our fabric recliners.’

Launches included Griffin, one of two
TV-ready beds, upholstered in fabric from
Sweet Dreams’ Artist and Gallery
collections. 

Griffin is made in the UK and – in a first

for a Sweet Dreams bedstead – is
available either as an adjustable model in
three sizes, or as a free-standing, sprung-
slatted base in two sizes. 

While the TV itself is not included, the
mechanism allowing the set to rise from
the footend is built in and remotely
controlled. 

The adjustable model comes with a
choice of Sweet Dreams’ five-action
mattresses from the established
Adjustable collection.

Other bed frames include a range of
three fabric ottoman bedsteads; Romola,
Garland and Ivanhoe. These complement

the 2011 collection of four fabric
bedsteads. 

The company also launched an
expanded collection of upholstery
manufactured at its Burnley site
including four fabric recliners, plus tub
chairs and a range of more traditional
suites. 

Of these, two of the most favoured
models at Interiors UK were Alder and
Aspen. Both come in a 3-2-1 format with
round swivel stool and square storage
stool and feature high resilience foam
and removable seat cushions.
Sweet Dreams, tel: 01282 830 033

Right: Aspen
Below left: Griffin
Below right: Romola
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WBH is benefiting from widening its product offer

Despite competition from overseas and
no apparent let-up in the tough trading
conditions at home, WBH is starting to
reap the rewards of being a British
manufacturer.

‘These days it’s pretty impressive to
still be making what you sell. And if
you’ve been able to innovate while still
holding on to traditional markets then
you must be doing something right,’ says
Russell Jones, WBH sales and account
manager. 

‘With a good balance of commercially
priced contemporary and traditional
furniture in our Caxton portfolio, we’re
pushing the brand even further this year
with the launch of five collections.’

High-gloss Rubix living and dining and
Breeze bedroom collections are available
in white, black and cappuccino. The
Discovery living and dining range comes
in an unusual Wild Oak finish while
Huxley’s integrated living, dining and
home office units have a walnut finish.
Chantilly is a classic collection of painted
bedroom furniture in a matt cream finish.

‘In the 60 years that we have been
making furniture in the UK we have

always concentrated on playing to our
strengths, giving our customers and our
retailers what they want – consistency in
quality, design and manufacture,
supported by a level of customer service
that is second to none. All of which can
only come from buying British,’ he says. 

With many retailers finding it
increasingly costly and challenging to buy
from abroad, and other UK manufacturers
reducing their offer, he says WBH can
provide an obvious solution.

BEST OF BRITISH

Reaping the rewards

‘By contrast we’re able to offer more
and more, in terms of product range,
commercial pricing and a flexible service.
It is really good to now see a growing
understanding, among public and trade
alike, of the economic, environmental
and competitive benefits of buying
British furniture. Which can only be 
good news for British consumers,
retailers, manufacturers, and for the
country,’ adds Jones.
WBH, tel: 08700 600 555

Caxton’s Rubix living
and dining collection

Caxton’s Discovery living
and dining collection

Caxton’s Breeze 
bedroom collection
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Evolution not revolution
Adam Carpets has unveiled new branding

In 2011 Adam Carpets showed its
commitment to investing in the long-
term with the launch of more than 60
designs and colours. This year further
investment is starting with a new logo.

‘This new branding is evolution rather
than revolution,’ says Chris Adam, Adam
Carpets md. 

‘We are showing by keeping it in
green, that we are proud of our history
and what we have achieved in the past.
We are now evolving the brand. By
making the green softer we are
appealing to the female consumers who
are historically the decision makers in
terms of fashion and trends within
household furnishings.

‘The new logo features the A in Adam
sweeping into the D, signifying the
design and style for which we are
renowned,’ he adds.

This year is also the 21st anniversary of
its Fine Worcester twist. Tufted on a
1/10th gauge tufting machine with two
moving bars, Fine Worcester is regarded
by many as the finest twist pile on the
market, he says.

‘This motion means the yarn is more
evenly distributed across the carpet,
leading to a smoother, more uniform
finish. This is great for the retailer, as they
can sell with confidence. We believe no
other manufacturer makes carpet this
way,’ says Adam.

Investment has continued with the
launch of the overtuft Catherine range
described by Adam as offering woven
quality at a tufted price.

All products are made at its
Kidderminster factory using British wool
while the plain colours are created in its
onsite dyehouse.

‘Manufacturing in Kidderminster is
very important to us. We believe this
town is the home of carpet
manufacturing. Everything we sell is
made here in our own factory. It means
we control the high quality of our colours
and our carpet. Adam Carpets stands for
colour, quality and style, highlighting the
very best of British,’ Adam says.

Above: Catherine
Above right: Adam
Carpets’ new logo
Right: Fine Worcester



Memory Foam Sofa Beds

• No minimum Order Quantity • Memory foam included in mattress and sofa

• Free Point of Sale Material • 3 fold and 2 fold mechanisms available

• Contract enquiries welcome • Non-memory foam sofa beds also available

• 2 year guarantee • Matching Furniture Accessories available

More Designs available, please call for our latest brochure Concept Memory Sleep

Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX

T: +44 (0) 1254 662113 F: +44 (0) 1254 662118

E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk www.conceptmemory.com
Made in the

United Kingdom

Please contact us on:
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778
North East | Head Office | 01254 662113
Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600
South West & South Wales | Head Office | 01254 662113
South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345

Agents Required

• NEW FABRIC RANGES FOR 2012 •

Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Tel: 01724 407 751
www.lebusupholstery.co.uk
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British
manufactured
furniture
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The long
and the
short …

The latest home entertainment designs are as
attractive as the programmes and music they store

There  may be a drive toward a digital
future where everything is downloaded,
but we still need furniture to house our
TVs and somewhere to store our DVDs. 

Artisanti’s three-drawer TV cabinet is
perfect for placing the latest technology
in a retro setting.

B&B Italia has updated its 2008 Frank
sofa with additional benches that are
perfect for keeping media at hand but
out of sight.

Beautiful Modern Thing’s Belgrave
sideboard in beech is handmade in Italy
and is ideal for keeping media hidden
from view, with its corrugated effect
finish complementing the TV or hi-fi.

Hulsta’s Tameta sports handle-less ���

sliding doors to hide the TV or hi-fi,
pullout DVD compartments and TV
bracket or glass TV base.

Interlubke’s Bookless places the
emphasis on the items it contains rather
that itself. It can also be used as a room
divider, wardrobe or shelving unit, but
when employed as a home
entertainment unit its LED lighting
reinforces its floating effect.

When space is truly at a premium,
Muller’s Flatmate provides handy storage
for a small TV or tablet in the top, media
storage in the side, and it can double up
as a small home office unit.

Porro’s Sidewall offers compact and
stylish storage, while Reflex’s 

and the tall…
B&B Italia’s Frank

Above: Artisanti’s retro TV cabinet
Below: Porro’s Sidewall

Interlubke’s Bookless



Exclusive (U.K) LTD
Thorpe Drive, Thorpe Way, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 4UZ
T: (0044) 01295 701114  F: (0044) 01295 701014

e-mail: sales@exclusiveuk.co.uk

Click onto our website www.exclusiveuk.co.uk to view all of our superb ranges

All of our ranges are stylish and modern, offering 
elegance to any interior design scheme and the dining

ranges are completed with occasional items.

Thank you to all of our customers for making 
Interiors 2012 a success for us.
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Supersilver TV frame with LEDs
accommodates TVs from 32in to 55in and
coordinates with the Slide sideboard.

Riva 1920’s Wallstreet is a modular
system up to 5m wide, with storage
space for TVs, digital boxes, DVD players
and media. It is available in walnut,
maple, cherry and oak. 
Artisanti, tel: 0845 259 1410
B&B Italia, tel: 01233 770 555
Beautiful Modern Thing, 
tel: 0845 257 7150
Hulsta, tel: 020 7318 8000
Interlubke, tel: 07967 399 759
Muller, tel: 00 49 44 5398 2330
Porro, tel: 020 7792 2522
Reflex, tel: 00 39 04 2284 4430
Riva 1920, tel: 00 39 0 3173 3094

Beautiful Modern
Thing’s Belgrave

Muller’s Flatmate

Reflex’s Slide

Hulsta’s Tameta

Riva 1920’s Wallstreet

���



Versatile, Contrasting, Modern, Contemporary, Traditional, Town & Country, Rustic, 
Promotional, Retro, Fusion – all names which go a little way to describe our mix of 
ranges which provide one stop shopping for the Independent Retailer.

for Design, Quality, Reliability, Service 
and Great Value for Money

Totem Furniture Limited
St Albans Road, Stafford, ST16 3DR

tel: +44 (0)1785 600300
fax: +44 (0)1785 600400
email: sales@totemfurniture.co.uk
www.totemfurniture.co.uk

A large and varied collection of 
ranges of furniture for Bedroom, 
Living Room and Dining Room.

Provence
Rustique
Madison
Bergen
Country House
Riverwood
Havana
Olsen
Designer

AND more new ranges for 2012.

HITS THE MARK



ALL UK-CF ULTIMATE ARE DELIVERED AS UK FACTORY PRE-BUILT*

ULTIMATE MODULAR
AV FURNITURE

all UK-CF room service range
products include free home delivery
in to a room of choice*

Gloss Black 

Ultimate range is also available in Gloss White and Gloss Brown
Retail price, including Room Service delivery, range from £229 - £819

Milano Finish

Gloss Inox 

Room service explained:
A new way to Retail, to compete with E-tail

Authorised UK-CF retail partners are supported with:
� New contemporary AV furniture range
� Store display stock
� Free Point of Sale displays
� No cash tied up in stock
� Room Service, Room of Choice Fulfilment
� Wide range of finishes
� Customer choice of self assembly or
� UK factory pre-built Gloss Damson 

Apply now to be an exclusive UK-CF Ultimate authorised dealer in your area.  sales@ukcf.co.uk

MSP £599

MSP £249



www.ukcf.co.uk *UK mainland delivery only - some postcodes and restrictions apply

Apply now to be an exclusive UK-CF authorised dealer in your area.

General enquiries: +44 (0) 1706 235 210    Email: sales@ukcf.co.uk

oak high-gloss finish

white high-gloss finish

black high-gloss finish

60”

london
from £299 MSP

oak high-gloss finish

white high-gloss finish

black high-gloss finish

60”

new york
from £289 MSP

oak high-gloss finish

white high-gloss finish

black high-gloss finish

60”

milan
from £299 MSP

oak high-gloss finish

white high-gloss finish

black high-gloss finish

42”

paris
from £229 MSP

Profit
with UK-CF
room service
� You make the sale

� You place your order with us

� Your work is complete –

Your profit is in the till!

� Room Service delivers direct

� No cash tied up in stock
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‘I knew the concept would be well
received, but I didn’t quite expect the
level of retailers that wanted authorised
dealer status there and then at the show.’

After months of development the
UK-CF collection will be in-store from
next month, targeting the mid-market.
With retail prices from £229 for a 42in TV
cabinet in high gloss black and the
ability to offer it for sale as flatpack or
factory built, the range offers a fresh
approach to driving sales and
profitability, according to Potter.

‘The designs and price points stand
out to consumers just as much as the
Room Service model stands out to
retailers,’ he says.

For higher-end retailers where design
and quality are key, the company has
created the Ultimate range.

Sold only as pre-built with quality
specifications, the Ultimate range
extends to coffee tables and accessories

creating a modular system that offers
great additional sales opportunities, he
says.

Potter says UK-CF has also recognised
that lack of POS in the furniture industry
is an area that needs addressing.

‘A customer browsing a shop that only
has room for two display models won’t
know that there is potentially a product
in the range that is just what they are
looking for.

‘Through our POS it becomes clear to a
customer to ask about other sizes and
designs. This gives the retailer the chance
to sell from a glossy UK-CF or Ultimate
range brochure. With Room Service it is
all about being able to show a large
range from the brochure using the
display models to show the quality. Two
display models can sell a range of 12
models all because of Room Service,’ he
adds.
UK-CF, tel: 0778 710 6342

‘The launch of the product range and
the Room Service concept received an
outstanding welcome at the Interiors UK
show because it is simple, our dealers
don’t need to tie money up in stock, the
free display stock backs up our
commitment to sell through, and it is all
underpinned by the quality of the
delivery service and the quality of the
product,’ explains Potter.

He says this shows commitment to
both the retailer and the sell through
rate of the product range by providing
free display stock on the Loan To Own
scheme and delivering orders direct to
the customer.

‘We recognise that by delivering on
behalf of the retailer, their reputation is
in our hands and this is why we will only
work with appointed authorised retailers
in each area to ensure that our high
quality of service is always maintained,’
he says.

London

Ultimate Milano
coffee table

Ultimate Damson
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Jual Furnishings has expanded its AV
furniture range with three high gloss TV
stands.

The JF019, JF020 and JF021 models are
supplied to the consumer with two
interchangeable fascias, enabling them
to choose between walnut wood veneer
or high gloss white. 

‘These stands offer versatility and
value for money as it gives the customer
choices without the need to buy two
stands,’ says Julie Powell, Jual Furnishings
director. 

The company has a no minimum order
quantity policy backed by next day
delivery on all orders received by 3pm. A
direct home delivery service is available
so the retailer does not have to tie up
money in stock and warehouse space. 

‘They just buy a model, give it some
display floor space and we do the rest,’
says Powell.

‘Those retailers who have embraced
our direct home delivery service are
doing well from the concept. While these
new models are not available until April,
when they are in stock the same next day
service will apply. We are taking pre-
orders now following a successful launch
at Interiors UK. The furniture stores loved
the concept of these stands, customers
are looking for something different as a
selling tool and these stands offer just
that,’ adds Powell. 
Jual Furnishings, tel: 01443 816 982

JF020

JF021

JF019

Customers are looking
for something different 
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Positive development
Product development remains at the heart of Balta’s success

Geert Vanden Bossche, Balta marketing director, has positive
news on recent sales performance and a host of products in
development.

‘We firmly believe in product development and that is what
we have to do. There will be eight launches in the first quarter
with more planned after that,’ he says.

‘We’re continuing to invest in sampling and have increased
the size of sample books. Once you stop developing, it is the
start of the slippery slope downwards.’

At Domotex the company introduced Sensit, a new branded
polypropylene fibre. 

Extremely soft with a silky lustre, it retains the resilience and
bleach cleanable performance of polypropylene and features

on three new ranges: Trésor, Euphoria, and Serenity.
The latest saxony and twist introductions to the Stainsafe

collection include Highland Tweed, Urban Legend, Saxon King
and Somerset with three saxony pile weights ranging from 625g
per sqm to 1,700g per sqm.

Casablanca is a 5/8 gauge chunky loop pile while Wiltax now
has a six-frame weave that adds pattern definition and richer
shades in refined traditional patters.

Vanden Bossche adds that sales of shaggies at the top end,
such as Shaggy Finesse and Shabby Exclusive, continue to do
well. The company will hold another UK roadshow in
Birmingham from 6-8 November.
Balta, tel: 00 32 5662 2211

BELGIUM

Left: Somerset
Bottom left: Highland
Tweed
Bottom right: Shaggy
Exclusive
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Crown Floors is expanding its offer

Building on
momentum 
Crown Floors is looking to build on its successful launch last
year by introducing more products and expanding its stockist
base.

‘Crown is a long-term investment. Phase one has just ended
and phase two is under way,’ says James Caldwell, Crown sales
coordinator. ‘Seven new ranges will be introduced during the
year in several fibres, including more exclusive ranges that
aren’t comparable with other collections as we build on the
momentum of 2011.’

The company is also investing in UK themed lifestyle
photography and a blog from designer Alexander Thorpe will
be added to the Crown website later this year.

According to Caldwell, the Crown loyalty scheme has been a
great success, with 60% of stockists signing up for it since it was
launched last December. It is also introducing the first displays
into the Republic of Ireland. 

Crown will show off its latest products at a new location at
Harrogate’s The Flooring Show from 2-4 September, with a
stand by the entrance to Hall A.

Caldwell says: ‘2011 was phenomenally successful for us and
made even more extraordinary because it was our first year of
working directly with retailers across the UK.

‘However, we fully appreciate that in order to widen our base
of retailers and to deliver improved service levels to all our
customers, we must continue to invest in product development,
communication and marketing, so we are committed to making
an even bigger splash in Harrogate this year.’

Crown Floors, tel: 0800 077 3301

Crown is introducing displays
into the Republic of Ireland

Salisbury Plain

Holland Park
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ITC’s Lakeland is a dual backed cut and loop with a cracked
ice pattern while Manor and Mansion are printed saxonies
available in eight colours.

The company has also expanded its BCreative carpets
using Chromojet technology to digitally print on to
commercial rated carpet up to 5m wide with a choice of
three weights. The range offer the hospitality sector and
businesses the opportunity to create bespoke designs
including logos.
ITC, tel: 00 32 5142 4411

Different strokes

Flying high
Among the highlight’s of Domo Floorcovering’s latest launches
are the Inverness saxony, available in 4m and 5m widths as part
of the Exelto polypropylene range and Nature’s Writing, which is
comprised of 22 options across four loop pile styles: Stricto,
Thunderbird, Skyhawk and Jetwing. 

‘Nature’s Writing is about moving stain resistant carpet in a
different direction, positioning it as high style flooring,’ says
Mathieu Steenland, Domo product development director.
Domo Floorcoverings, tel: 00 32 5533 5211

Nature’s Writing Inverness

Lakeland Bach
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Balterio continues its policy of technical innovation in 2012. The
PXP short side click system, previewed in 2011, has been
introduced on the new Infinity and Xperience Plus ranges and
on the existing Grandeur.

PXP has a clip inside the plank meaning the planks are simply
pressed together and the importance of the folding angle has
been eliminated, innovation that saw it win the Installation
System award at Domotex this year.

Infinity uses Balterio’s 3D Wood Effect technology to reinforce
the natural relief of wood grain by the variations in gloss levels
from matt to satin and silk. All wood patterns are also True-to-
Nature (embossing-in-register) and have a four-side V-groove.
The 2,039mm x 238mm planks are 8mm deep and available in
eight decors. 

Xperience Plus also uses the 3D Wood Effect on its eight
decors and has a soft touch matt structure to give the
impression of an authentic wood grain. Xperience Plus is
available in a 1,257mm x 189mm plank, is 8mm thick and is in
the AC4 wear class. Infinity and Xperience Plus will be available
from next month.

Dolce, the 7mm collection, is available in eight decors in
1,261mm x 189mm planks in True-to-Nature or soft touch matt
finishes.

Balterio supports the laminate launches with three new
subfloors: ComfortSound Base, ComfortSound Plus and
ComfortSound Pro.

The subfloors have an integrated humidity barrier against

Balterio’s latest laminate
ranges employ its award-
winning installation system

Flair for technical innovation
BELGIUM
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rising damp while cutting is made easy thanks to the imprint
with the Balterio logo. They exceed the new CEN standard
TC134 regarding subfloors, which imposes strict requirements
in terms of creep resistance, static and dynamic load.
Aluminium tape is available to join the panels to each other and
the wall to ensure a moisture blocking layer.

Balterio has also introduced a mobile version of its award
winning website for smartphones and tablets along with quick
response codes (right) on packaging.
Balterio, tel: 00 32 5662 8081

Opposite page
Top: Xperience Plus in Alaska Oak
Bottom: Dolce in Cappuccino Aspen

This page
Above: Infinity uses PXP
Left: Infinity in Providence Oak
Below: Dolce in Abbey Oak
Below left: ComfortSound Plus
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Fleet of foot
Ideal doesn’t stand still when
it comes to new collections

Just because Domotex has come and gone, doesn’t mean that
Ideal doesn’t have more new collections to reveal.

At the end of 2011 Ideal launched the following ranges: the
designer stripe Linea and a new colourbank of its classic
Sweet Home (available on Actionbac or Masterback).

In Hannover the company’s launches were spearheaded by
Eye on the World/Rockefeller. Inspired by New York’s Brooklyn
Bridge, Central Park, Greenwich Village and Long Island, they
are available in six shades, 24 designs and 4m widths. The
range also uses the new Cosyback backing.

Cosyback is a woven backing finished with a felt layer. This
produces a carpet with a comfortable touch, which is flexible
and even foldable, making it easy to transport, handle and
install.

At Domotex, Expressions was also launched: a two-ply
heather available in 10 colours, including a selection of
grey/beige shades and 4m and 5m widths. Domotex also saw
the introduction of a comprehensive berber-package:
Arkansas, Nevada, Dakota, Nebraska and Conquest.

The Xanadu and Boa shaggies and the Fashion designer
stripe were also launched. The Matisse ultra-soft Saxony was
accompanied by two trendy twists – Orchid and Sunset.

On 18-19 April it will hold its Discovery Days At Home show
that will see the launch of several ranges. 
Ideal, tel: 00 32 5667 6611 Sweet Home
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Tailored to fit the UK
Beauflor has added to its collections developed especially for the UK

Beauflor has unveiled several vinyl collections, developed
specifically for the UK and Republic of Ireland market.

Ultragrip Design has 15 designs, including tiles, wood, brick
and chessboard. It has a 0.2mm wear layer and comes in 2m,
3m and 4m widths.

Ultragrip Modena is a more contemporary collection of 13
designs including three zinc shades and three wood finishes.
Available in 2m, 3m, and 4m widths, it features a 0.3mm wear
layer.

The 3mm Ultragrip Studio XL has taken the bestselling
designs of the Studio collection and added new ones to create
a 15-strong range available in 2m, 3m and 4m widths with a
0.2mm wear layer.

The 4mm Ultragrip Magnum has 14 designs, including tile,

wood and zinc. It is available in 2m, 3m and 4m with a 0.3mm
wear layer.  

Displays for the four collections are scheduled to be
introduced this month.

But it’s not just vinyl that Beauflor has been working on.
Production of its Dream Click LVT range is being tested in
Belgium before full production gets under way of 10 designs in
91.44cm x 15.24cm planks.

The Podium LVT collection offers a choice of 0.3mm and
0.55mm wear layers in Podium Pro 30 and Podium Pro
respectively. Both have 21 designs.

Beauflor’s patented Podium XXL offers 182.88cm x 22.86cm
planks in 12 designs.
Beauflor, tel: 00 32 5667 6611

Right: Ultragrip
Magnum’s Siena
Below: Factory
from the Modena
collection
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Above: Ultragrip
Design’s Damier
Inset: Ultragrip
Studio XL’s
Sacramento
Left: Dream Click’s
Canyon Oak in
Natural Light
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Localised
sales climb
The UK has become the largest
market for Quick-Step
After a year when maintaining sales is seen as a major
achievement for many, Unilin’s Quick-Step flooring and
furniture brand has produced a performance that is likely to
leave rivals reeling. In 2011 the UK became the brand’s largest
European market, once laminate, engineered wood and
accessory sales are combined.

The brand saw UK sales soar by 30% last year – a figure
expected of an entrant to the market, not such a well-
established player.

The importance of the UK was suggested late last year when
a switch to more local ranges – a growing trend from European
manufacturers – was announced, with the brand hoping to see
even better performance this year.

To help this its 6,500sqft Quick-Step UK training academy will
open at Trafford Park, Manchester, in mid-April. The centre will
offer two levels of qualification – Foundation and Master
Installer, supported by several incentives for qualifying stockists.

Those completing the Master Installer course will be listed on

Almost all stairs can
be transformed
with Incizo that
comes with a
simple to use cutter
and profiles that
match the floor

Exquisa Slate Black
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Quick-Step’s website, be able to offer consumers a two-year
installation warranty, become a TrustMark Scheme member and
receive Master Installer ID cards and van stickers.

Growth in accessory sales has been spearheaded by Quick-
Step’s Incizo profile. It has five uses: an expansion profile to
connect two floors of the same height, an adapter profile to
connect with a lower floor, a transition profile between Quick-
Step laminate and carpet, an edge profile and stair profile.

The final patented use makes refurbishing a stair simple. The
existing steps and risers are covered with laminate planks and
the tread nosing is finished with an Incizo profile. The Incizo can
be applied to most stairs: straight or turning, with or without
tread nosing, and there is a Incizo profile to match all of Quick-
Step’s floors.

Giving consumers confidence they can have accessories that
complete their floor has helped lift flooring sales, according to
the company.
Quick-Step, tel: 00 32 56 675 211 Perspective Wide in Morning Oak

Perspective Wide in Reclaimed Chestnut
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Stylish siblings
Avenue and Leoline have broadened their offer

IVC Group’s Avenue and Leoline vinyl brands have been
expanded. 

Avenue has built on the success of Ultimate Oak and
introduced Ultimate Minerals which combines mineral and
architectural influences; Classic Limestone offers 18 tiled
designs while Bubblegum and Liquorice has 17 bright and bold
designs targeted at younger consumers.

Leoline’s new Stonemark range offers 17 natural stone and
tile designs. Woodmark features eight wood styles with
Superguard protection while Tile Styles offers 19 stone and tile
designs from traditional to contemporary. Samples of the
collections will be in-store this month.

A new corporate website: www.ivcgroup.com, provides
company information, as well as details of the group’s key
brands and manufacturing facilities across the globe, and news. 

The website has links to the brands’ individual websites,
which feature all product ranges, and comprehensive
information on installation, maintenance, warranties and POS.

‘Particularly valuable to consumers will be the store locator
facility that searches Avenue, Leoline and Moduleo retailers by
postcode, providing quick and easy access to stockists
throughout the UK,’ says Filiep Vermeulen, IVC marketing
director.

‘The development of this new global portal reflects our
growing stature within the industry. 

‘Of course, it is also important that the website provides users
with a pleasant and straightforward experience, so we have
developed www.ivcgroup.com to be simple to navigate,
without forgetting our hunger for information and that retailers
are of central importance in our route to market,’ he says.

IVC has a testing programme for indoor air quality, part of its
ISO9001 certification, and its products have been certified to
several national standards across the globe including those in
Germany, France and the US.
Avenue Floors, tel: 00 32 5665 3211
Leoline, tel: 00 32 5665 3211 

Left: Leoline’s
Stonemark
Richmond
Right: Avenue’s
Classic Limestone
Babylon
Below: Avenue’s
Bubblegum and
Liquorice Milo
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Tempting proposition
Moduleo’s factory is operating just a year after construction began

IVC has begun production of its Moduleo LVT at its Avelgem
factory in Belgium, just over a year after construction of the
plant began.

With a state-of-the-art factory using the latest technology,
Moduleo provides retailers with an alternative to more
established players in the sector. 

‘Given that most manufacturers offer similar USPs and looks,
we appreciate that for the retailer the product offering is almost
secondary,’ says Filiep Vermeulen, IVC marketing director. 

‘Of course, Moduleo’s stand-out designs are setting a new
benchmark in the industry, but for retailers we believe it is our
marketing, display and support that will really prove tempting.

‘As part of the IVC Group, Moduleo is backed by a reliable
European partner with smooth deliveries and excellent dealer
training, helping retailers to remain confident in the brand,
particularly with stringent control and the promise of quality
throughout the 15 year guarantee on all products.’

The company operates a system of country satellites, rather
than a European base, allowing retailers to communicate with
individuals who understand relevant markets and the
difficulties they present.

Vermeulen says Moduleo’s modular display enhances the
product and creates impact, while also delivering a range of
creative presentation solutions to engage the consumer in
interactive exploration. 

‘Moduleo promises to deliver retailers a great all-round
package that not only works for them, but for consumers too.
With the right mix of products, innovative marketing materials
and exemplary supply, Moduleo will become a force to be
reckoned with in the LVT sector,’ he says.
Moduleo, tel: 00 32 5665 3211

Left: Spirit
Shiraz 639
Below:
Amazon 530
Below left:
Spirit Shiraz
648
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Lano Carpets is relaunching the Ultimo collection, giving
independent retailers the opportunity to offer an alternative to
other premium brands while maximising quality, diversity and
remaining competitive. 

The collection gathers 10 of the manufacturer’s most
luxurious ranges, drawing inspiration from well established
carpets such as the Zen and 100% wool of Mayfair Velvet,
through newer introductions such as Mystic Twist, Atmosphere
and Smaragd to innovative carpets such as the Bamboo
collection. Ultimo brings polyamide, wool and bleach cleanable
fibres in one collection.

Birger Karlsson, Lano UK and Ireland sales manager, says:
‘Most premium brands will concentrate in one area, such as
wool or polyamide, but rarely do they see fit to carry the
spectrum and this is where Ultimo stands apart. 

‘We conceived a collection that would give homeowners the
widest possible choice; whether they are looking for naturals
such as Oasis, Mayfair Velvet and Bamboo; nylon carpets such as
Zen, Satine, Pearl and Smaragd; or the ease of polypropylene
such as Mystic Twist, Stardust Heathers and Atmosphere. 

‘The Ultimo collection will excel through this diversity and

each carpet is made to the very best possible standards to
provide a range that lives up to its “Ultimate flooring
experience” tag line,’ he says.

The colour palette includes strong shades of red, blue and
green – catering for the more adventurous purchaser in the
premium sector – along with naturals and on-trend greys.

For any premium collection correct presentation is a key
component of success, so the Ultimo stand has been
redesigned for 2012, says Birger. 

‘The imagery we’ve employed for the collection is almost
iconic and really helps to deliver the “Ultimate flooring
experience” message,’ he explains. ‘The stand is in a striking
black to really stand out against the sea of wood and wood
effect displays that dominate independent retailers.’
Lano Carpets, tel: 00 800 5266 5266

BELGIUM

Diverse 
premium

Ten of Lano’s most luxurious 
ranges have been brought together

Above right:
The stand has
been
redesigned
Above: Pearl
Right: Bamboo
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Cavells Bed and Breakfast is the perfect place

to stay for retailers and other visitors to the

many flooring manufacturers in the region.

After several years in the flooring industry,

Roger Steward and his partner Muriel set up

Cavells in Ypres last summer, offering welcom-

ing and stylish accommodation.

‘We had dreamed of starting a bed and

breakfast for some time and now that dream

has become a reality,’ says Roger. 

‘Muriel has used her extensive design expe-

rience in making the bedrooms as relaxing

and comfortable as possible while still retain-

ing that “home from home” feel.’

Cavells offers four modern rooms: three

double and one single, including one with a

large balcony. 

All have TV (apart from the single room) and

include UK channels, air conditioning and free

wi-fi. 

Prices range from €70 to €90 per night (for

two people per room except the single room),

including continental or full English breakfast,

which is served from 7am-10am. Free onsite

parking is available. 

Situated in the centre of the medieval city of

Ypres, Cavells is within easy walking distance

of Menin Gate, Flanders Fields Museum,

Ypres Reservoir Cemetery, cathedral and all

the attractions the city has to offer.

Home from home

Cavells Bed and Breakfast

Minneplein 3

B – 8900 Ypres

Belgium

Tel: 00 32 4798 06426

E: info@cavells.be

W: cavells.be

Rooms feature

air conditioning

and TVs and

the rate

includes

breakfast
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Serene Furnishings has revamped its faux
leather bed collection with a significant
improvement in terms of design, colour offer
and price on its previous offering. Hard
negotiating and sourcing has enabled the range
to be launched with prices some 20% lower
than Serene’s earlier faux leather range.

‘We pride ourselves on giving retailers
collections and individual designs that we are

confident will sell incredibly well. We invest a
great deal of time and money on design, sourcing,

market research and identifying future trends, to
produce pieces that are ahead of the
curve in many respects,’ says Tasleem
Tasab, Serene founder and creative
director.

The new collection caters for versatile
use of room space, while also presenting
grand statement pieces for the bedroom
to ignite almost any interior theme, says
Tasab 

‘The Monza and Lucca are two prime
examples of this. Both benefit from robust
“sandwich concept” side-rails, making
them incredibly strong,’ he explains.

Available in four sizes, they are also
both available in white or black. Monza is
presented as a contemporary design with
chrome-finished legs and Lucca as an
ottoman, with deep storage space in the
base.

Anticipating demand for its new
designs, Serene expanded its
warehousing to more than 100,000sqft
late last year, to ensure large levels of
stock and fast delivery times. 
Serene Furnishings, tel: 0121 505 0270

Serene has given its faux leather collection a revamp 

real
Monza
has
chrome
finished
feet

Lucca offers storage

Designs have tone-in-tone stitching

Faux
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Under the new campaign Silent Revolution, Silentnight Group is
relaunching itself with a new product offering. Adrian Fawcett,
Silentnight chairman, says his and the group’s vision, is to give ‘a
great night’s sleep for all,’ and will champion the importance of
getting eight hours sleep a day, as well as giving a much-
needed boost to UK manufacturing.
To boost the campaign, the company is calling on the

government to zero rate VAT on UK manufactured beds and
mattresses. ‘All great brands champion a cause – and
Silentnight, as one of our country’s rare superbrands, is
championing a great night’s sleep for all,’ says Fawcett.
Research shows that 75% of Britons don’t get enough sleep

and this has bolstered Silentnight’s mission to get everyone
sleeping well again, to avoid the health and social risks
associated with a lack of sleep.
‘The high percentage of people who don’t get a decent

night’s sleep has highlighted just how important it is for us as a
business to turn this around. We understand how vital sleep is

for our health and the impact this has on the rest of our day –
and ultimately our daily lives.’
The company has been designing and making beds and

mattresses at its headquarters in Barnoldswick since 1946, and
its manufacturing heritage means it is continuing to invest in
innovation within its products. The group has also made a
significant investment in reinvigorating and repositioning its
portfolio of brands, with an emphasis on quality across the
whole product offering, Fawcett explains.
‘As a business – and the leading manufacturer of mattresses

in the UK – we are investing further in manufacturing,
production and design, and have recently broadened our range
to bring the very best to the UK market with a new emphasis on
quality and top end offering. Silentnight’s appeal is wide-
reaching for consumers of all styles and tastes. The company
produces more than 500,000 beds a year and its family of
brands cover every base, from affordable comfort, through to
luxurious. Committed to new product development and

silentDawnof a

revolution
Silentnight Group is relaunching
itself with a new product offer

Sealy’s Valentina

Adrian Fawcett, Silentnight
Group chairman
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The group has
beds for all ages

bolstering its best in class positioning; the brand prides itself on
being the perfect partner, working together to deliver a range
of products that guarantees a great night’s sleep for all,’ he says.
Whatever age or budget, Silentnight Group has a bed and

mattress for that life stage, from babies to old age. Its Cots and
Kids range includes free from chemicals and breathable fibre
mattresses. The brand stalwart – Silentnight – which covers all
shapes and sizes, uses the advanced sleep technologies –
Miracoil and Mirapocket, and has introduced a new Dual
Comfort technology so that partners can choose their own
firmness.
New levels of affordable luxury are provided by the Rest

Assured brand within the group, with a strong heritage and
reputation for quality, Fawcett adds. ‘Sealy is the biggest bed
brand in the world and renowned for providing a deeper,
healthy sleep through its Posturepedic and smart fibres
technology, creating health-orientated sleep surfaces with
unparalleled design. The group’s portfolio of brands stretches

right up to the hand-crafted Pocket Spring Bed Company beds,
using only the finest materials for the highest quality and
luxurious, indulgent living.’

Layezee targets a younger, more design-conscious consumer
looking for individual style at affordable prices. This new
product range has bold fabric options allowing the customer to
mix and match to their personality and style.
The group also has a strong commitment to social, economic

and environmental sustainability across the business too and as
such is a member of the Furniture Industry Sustainability
Programme and certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.
‘As a well established but expanding business we are proud

to be in British manufacturing. With over 60 years of expertise in
sleep, we are well placed to help those 75% of people get what
they deserve. As Britain battles with the economy, Silentnight is
seeking to reinvigorate us and help us get back to a great
night’s sleep for all,’ Fawcett adds.
Visit: www.silentnightgroup.co.uk

Layezee shoppers
can mix it, match it
and make it



A stunning, contemporary new product range, that offers 
individual style at affordable prices to a younger, more 
expressive consumer.

Our new ‘Eloquence’ range is perfect for consumers
looking for comfort and affordable luxury from a long 
established, quality brand.

By stocking the most



With our brand new mattress-only offering we can ensure 

Our zonally constructed Posturepedic mattresses 
(for spinal alignment and pressure relief ) are made for
deeper, healthy sleep.

produce over 500,000 beds every year.

Whatever your customers’ life stage, age or 

budget we have a brand and a bed to suit, 

For more information and to ask a member

help you grow your business, call us on 
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Orders are increasing
for Sweet Dreams,
particularly those
models with high
spring counts 

Sweet Dreams is enjoying success in the new season with its
latest divans. 

‘In particular, the high, 2,000 spring count models in both the
Pocket Spring and luxury Moonflower collections are seeing
plenty of sales,’ says Jackie McGarvey, Sweet Dreams sales
manager. 

Pura 2000 has a pocket spring count commensurate with its
name and an ultra-deep layer of Bultex for super-softness. A
probiotic Actipro knitted cover tackles dust mite droppings, a
major allergen. The no-turn mattress features traditional tufting
to the top and microquilted damask to the border. 

The Moonflower base, with its microquilting, chrome touches
to models with drawers and cream twin-wheel castors
complement the luxury feel.

Freya, the premier bed in the Pocket Spring collection, has
three things in common with Pura: it also boasts 2,000 pocket
springs on the king size bed (2,300 on the superking); the

mattress has a deep layer of Bultex; and it too is doing rather
well for Sweet Dreams this spring, says McGarvey.

Freya’s mattress top is tufted, in a soft-touch knitted fabric,
and sports a woven side-stitch effect border. The lined base has
a piping trim, gold effect embellishments to the drawer models
and cream twin-wheel castors.

Also in the Pocket Spring range with 2,000 springs is Abigail.
It offers more traditional styling, with damask tufted mattress,
top and side-stitch effect border, but it has a different feel to
Pura and Freya as it contains firm fillings.

‘In bedsteads, our new fabric TV-ready beds and upholstered
ottomans are doing well. In wooden models, the new oak effect
finish for long-term favourites Hudson and Pacino has also seen
a seasonal rise in sales figures.’

All Sweet Dreams beds and bedsteads are delivered to store
within 14 days or can ordered for home delivery.
Sweet Dreams, tel: 01282 830 033 

Springing
up

Pura 2000 from
the Moonflower
collection

Pacino bedstead
in oak finish 

Freya 2000
from the
Pocket Spring
collection
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Incremental sales are a retailer’s favourite: the hard work has
been done with the consumer agreeing to the first purchase
and with just one more question the second sale can be
achieved. In the case of beds, mattress protectors are the ideal
extra sale. After all, who could resist protecting and extending
the life of their new bed? And if they don’t buy at the time of
the mattress purchase, the seed of the standalone purchase has
been planted. 

Protect-A-Bed’s Tender Touch is a mattress protector and a
fitted sheet all in one. ‘On the underside, the “miracle
membrane” within ensures a waterproof, breathable, total anti-
allergy barrier to ensure a healthy sleep zone and to preserve
the customer’s investment in the mattress,’ says Simon Zamet,
Protect-A-Bed Europe md.

On the sleep surface, Tencel provides a moisture
management system, wicking away moisture from where the
skin is in contact with the sheet. Tencel is inherently anti-
bacterial and combined with its smooth handle makes it
comfortable to sleep on.

‘Tender Touch retains a clean fresh feel through the week. It
feels smooth and luxurious to sleep on and is great for sensitive
skin. It is a great product for any memory foam,’ he says.

Zamet describes the firm’s Allerzip Smooth as the gold
standard in mattress protection. ‘It offers six-sided waterproof,
breathable and total anti-allergy protection.

‘It is also bed bug entry, exit and bite proof. The mattress is
encased using an easy to install three-sided micro-zip system.
The micro-zip with the allergy flap that sits behind it ensures no
allergens escape on billowing, and the buglock system means
that even if the zip is not properly closed, the integrity of the
protection is 100% secure. Double stitched French seams give
the product durability,’ he explains.

Zamet says if consumers want bed bug security or have
allergy issues, Allerzip offers peace of mind. 

‘And by encasing the mattress, you can ensure that you
preserve the investment made in your bed. Allerzip can be left
in place and washed periodically,’ he adds.
Protect-A-Bed, tel:  020 7731 0020

Mattress protectors can give
consumers peace of mind

Protection 24/7

Left and below left: The products
are promoted with in-store displays
and POS
Below: Tender Touch uses the anti-
bacterial Tencel

BEDS
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1 The Garbo no-turn mattress in the Gainsborough Pillow

Top range features more than 1,350 nested pocket springs

with a pillow top filled with pure new wool, silk and cotton

felt. The mattress is supported by the Monterey chenille

fabric four-drawer divan with Knight headboard.

Tel: 01225 779132

2 Gainsborough’s Doyle divan set features natural

upholstery, including cashmere, mohair, merino wool and

cotton felt and more than 1,350 pocketed springs in the

150cm x 200cm mattress. Details include double hand

side-stitched borders and woollen tufts on the mattress,

which is supported by a Monterey divan base available in

seven colours of chenille fabric.

Tel: 01225 779132

3 Unlike other beds, Bretz’s Cloud 7 brings movement into

space and catches the eye. ‘It’s like dreaming yourself away

in your favourite song, but in 3D,’ says designer Martina

Munch.

Visit: www.bretz.de

4 Beautiful Modern Thing’s Iris bed, with its straight

lined and curved form, is a mark of cutting edge

contemporary design. Handmade and manufactured in

Italy to gain modern Italian finesse, detailing such as the

gold touches on the feet define this piece’s quality.

Tel: 0845 257 7150

5 At first glance Moroso’s Successful Living from Diesel

Tiramigiù’s sofabed does not give away its function. The

backrest can be adjusted to three positions – vertical, relax

or flat – for maximum functionality. 

Tel: 00 39 04 3257 7111

2



Knockout – a print service with
pride, passion... and power

KNOCKOUT
PRINT.
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Supported by

Eco specialises in the production of high-quality,
modern and functional, upholstered and veneered
furniture, as well as in interior decoration where it
strives to follow the latest advances in production
technology, materials and design.

Its products are marketed under the Inside by Eco
brand and are known for high-level aesthetics and
design, top quality, functionality and comfort.

Eco has a design studio where renowned
architects and designers are responsible for the
furniture designs and interior decoration.

Its operations and products are certified in line
with the requirements of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.
Visit www.inside.ba

Up to date materials and designs

Meeting Europe’s needs
Nova Di Vrbas’s most notable collection is the biedermeier-styled Jelena,
which is characterised by a sophisticated composition of straight and
gently curved lines.

The state of the art production line for manufacturing and processing of
finger joint boards and solid wood, full strip edge, glued panels, enabled
the launch of contemporary furniture for the European market. Germany,
Austria and South East Europe are the largest export markets.

Production facilities comprise factories for solid and veneered furniture
and upholstery, a primary processing facility, upholsterer’s workshop and
interior design. 

Its main products are dining room and bedroom furniture, sideboards,
display cabinets, modular wall units, corner sofas and office furniture.
Visit www.nova-di-vrbas.ba

Bosnia and Herzegovina has a centuries-long tradition of
using wood in furniture production and its 104,000sq miles
of forest has the potential to sustainably provide millions of
cubic metres of timber every year. Furniture production is
one of the most important and most developed industry
sectors with good potential for growth and is one of the
country’s premier export products.

Given that it is export-oriented and depends little on
imports, the timber industry has a significant place in
Bosnia and Herzegovina’s gross domestic product,
employment and foreign trade.

The sector accounts for about 10% of the country’s GDP,
while more than 60% of wood sector production is

exported, mostly to European Union countries.
Nenad Zarubica represents the companies involved in this

project in the UK through his company Woodline Marketing.
He acts as an agent but also runs the new Bosnian furniture
showroom that occupies the first floor of Signs Furniture’s
Romford, Essex store.

His work here includes both acting as an agent for
Bosnian furniture manufacturers and also importing
furniture from Bosnia. Zarubica also helps the factories to
develop models and ranges in terms of design, finish,
packaging and other aspects to help them to meet the
requirements of the UK market. 
Woodline Marketing, tel: 01708 677 227

Furniture is a major export

Contemporary furniture is made for Europe

Eco’s Favori

´

´

´

´
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Modern 
production
methods
Fis-Ambyenta, part of the Fis System
group, can produce 6,000 tables and
25,000 chairs a month at its modern
manufacturing premises, which operates
to the ISO 9001: 2008 standard.

It uses solid wood (85% Bosnian
beech, 10% fir and 5% oak) to produce
dining room chairs and tables, beds, and
interior doors. The company also
produces kitchen and bedroom furniture,
bathroom units and living room furniture
using EU produced melamine, chipboard
and MDF.
Visit www.ambyenta.comFis-Ambyenta’s Regal

What started out as the founder’s hobby developed
into Stil in 1997 and the company has grown into a
recognised specialist in baroque furniture. 

The main characteristic of the products is
handcrafted wood carving, inlaying and moulding
that ensures the authenticity of design that is
inspired by natural motifs.

Stil’s main product groups are solid wood
furniture, upholstery, wardrobes, sideboards and
beds.
Visit www.stilcazin.com.ba

Baroque specialist
ensures authenticity

Foreign business partners
Since it was established in 1998, Sconto-prom has been a fully export-
oriented company. It supplies Ikea and has a number of successful business
partners in the UK, France, Italy and Slovenia.

The most significant development by Sconto-prom is launching its own
design and furniture production facility as well as establishing its Urban
subsidiary which produces solid wood furniture and sells the entire range
of products.

Sconto-prom has set up a certified ISO 9001 quality management system
and has also adopted the internal standards of Ikea including I-way, Q-way
and 4-SIP.
Visit www.sconto-prom.com and www.urban.ba

Urban’s Ela

Supported by

Stil’s furniture is inspired by nature
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Sales at home and abroad
Nova Forma carries on the tradition of the prominent
conglomerate Krivaja, which dates from the 19th century. In
1997, the company integrated its business system and
developed its brand which is successfully operating within the
country and internationally under the name Nova Forma.

A large part of the production programme is intended for
exports while the remaining furniture lines are sold through the
company’s retail stores located in all the major cities in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. As well as the UK, the company exports to
France, Germany and South East Europe.
Visit www.novaforma-furniture.comEconomic-Framini markets its furniture under the Framini brand

with the pledge of offering value for money.
The company specialises in top-quality modern and

functional veneered furniture and interior decoration and keeps
up with the latest production technology, materials and design.
It has state of the art CNC machines for wood processing, as
well as a Burkle press for foil-coating of MDF board. 

The company cooperates with Dutch designers to develop
models for export and meets ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards.
Visit www.economic.ba

Izazov was established in 1996 and in
addition to the production lines for
veneered, solid wood and upholstered
furniture, the company also has a sawmill
and a drying kiln which contributes to
providing high quality materials.

Environment-friendly vegetable oils
are used in the final processing methods
as well as other organically prepared

agents, almost eliminating adverse
environmental impact.

The company also has its own
transport fleet for delivering materials
and products to customers.

Its main product groups are dining
room, kitchen, children’s and bedroom
furniture.
Visit www.izazov.ba

Eye on the environment

Supported by

Standard makes veneered/metal/wood products

Izazov wants to minimise its environmental impact

Products include
bathroom furniture

Promise
of good
value

Annual growth
Standard specialises in veneered
furniture and products made from
veneered panels/solid wood or veneered
panels/metal and foil. 

Main products include dining and
coffee tables, bookshelves, sideboards,
media units and chests of drawers.

Swiss company Daccomet has been a
majority shareholder since 2004 and
invested more than £4.3m in modern
machinery. 

Since 2000, Standard has undertaken
production development for Ikea. In the
past 10 years, Standard’s output and
turnover have increased at a double-digit
yearly growth rate.
Visit www.standard-prnjavor.com

The latest
technology is used to
produce Nova
Forma’s furniture
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While this year’s Heimtextil saw more evidence of
plains than in 2011, it continued where last year left
off with colour dominating. Most shades were on
show as companies looked to banish economic fears
with a blast of colour.

Ashley Wilde’s Bloomsbury collection has
rambling floral trails and small-scale placement
flowers in five designs in plum, teal, crimson,
lavender, tropical and blush colourways.

Eagle’s cashmere and silk plaids are available in 12
designs with a choice of fringes on two edges or a
silk edge.

Escada introduced a wide collection of bedlinen
including plains, floral, geometric patterns and
abstract.

Esprit Home licensee Kitan launched 19 designs
inspired by the cities of Paris, Berlin, London, New
York and Barcelona.

Singing the hues
Colour is king at this year’s event

Above: Prestigious
Textiles’ Art & Soul
Above right:
Valeron’s Rigaletto
Left: Escada’s Solid
Magenta
Right: Ashley
Wilde’s
Bloomsbury
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Kitan’s Mexx brand introduced 13 bedlinen
designs including striped, classic, floral and spotted.

Prestigious Textiles made full use of its digital
printing capabilities with the Art & Soul collection
reproducing bold designs across velvets, canvas and
linens for curtains, upholstery, accessories, wall art
and an array of wallcoverings.

Schlossberg’s premium Schlossberg Elegance
collection launched lush floral designs and its
contemporary Elements range featured minimalist
design elements made up of floral patterns and
slightly wavy stripes. 

Its Zimmer + Rohde by Schlossberg brand
launched the Casual Elegance collection in a new
linen quality, Lin Supreme, designed for the summer. 

Wind introduced the Cocktail collection of linen
and cotton designs alongside Riviera and Safari.
www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com

Far left: Eagle’s
Orient
Left: Schlossberg’s
Elements Ria
Below left: Esprit
Home’s Barcelona
Below: Wind’s
Cocktail
Below centre:
Zimmer + Rhode’s
Casual Elegance
Bottom: Mexx’s
Washington
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There was a retro feel to the products at the debut of Home in London

Top Drawer gained a sister event when
Home was debuted alongside it in January,
attracting almost 14,000 visitors.

The Earls Court Two show had a distinctive
Nordic feel, thanks to a high number of
Nordic exhibitors while homegrown talents
flew the flag for innovative British design
including painterly textiles and ranges from
the new generation of ceramicists. 

Elsewhere, there was much evidence that
mid-century modern and retro was to be an
important trend for yet another buying
season. 

There was a sense of nostalgia about
much of the merchandise shown at Home
with familiar everyday homeware items
being reinvented for a modern generation.
Visit www.home-london.net

Back to the future

A wide range of home products were on show

There was a strong Nordic influence
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Number one
The world’s largest furniture
exhibition reaches its 51st year

Milan will be shortly upon us with more than 300,000 visitors expected to see
more than 2,500 exhibitors that make up the six exhibitions of ISalone.

And as well as everything at Rho, there will be a host of city centre events,
mainly centred on Zona Tortona. On the following pages are highlights of
some of the introductions. 

Ego is introducing several chairs
including Sillaba (Syllable),
which combines a neoclassical
frame with letters (pictured) and Sestri, which
combines a traditional frame with contemporary
seating materials and gold or silver leaf

Calia Italia’s contemporary Hip Hop upholstery is modular with a choice of fabric, leather or mixed
covers in mix and match colours and includes a chaise longue and footstools

Miniforms’ Ouverture chair by Paolo Cappello is
made from beech in a natural or varnished finish
with the seat and small backrest in fabric or leather

Linde Burkhardt has
created four rug designs
for Driade – Fernando
Pessoa, Alvaro De Campos,
Alberto Caeiro and Ricardo
Reis – to reflect the
characters of pen names
used by Portuguese writer
Fernando Pessoa

���



Tel +44 (0)1438 777 700
Email info@fira.co.uk
Web www.fira.co.uk

How can I
improve my sales?
Easy - invest in FIRA Gold!

FIRA Gold is the mark of excellence for furniture
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Fast facts
Salone Internazionale del Mobile 
EuroCucina
Technology For The Kitchen
International Bathroom Exhibition
International Furnishing Accessories Exhibition
SaloneSatellite
17-22 April
Rho, Milan 
Visit: www.cosmit.it/en

MG Lab’s tubular steel Flap chair
is available with or without arms
and the coordinating two-level
Hanger circular table

Parri is debuting the
informal Birba upholstery,
with 1cm zip detail

Flexform will unveil a five-strong
collection of beds, taking inspiration

from five of its upholstery models,
including Antonio Citterio’s Cestone

(pictured), Eden and Groundpiece

Desalto will introduce updated
versions of its indoor and
outdoor Helsinki tables

Vibieffe’s 750 Link is a modular
design including islands, corners
and individual sofas with metal
feet for a lightness of look

PREVIEW
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